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ABSTRACT
Retail business is affected by continuing recessive economy, a problem that most
convenient stores have to confront. It is the poor management information system that
does not recorded data in a computer but writes it down on paper manually. Hence,
it's not enough to support customers' requirements. Excessive capital is overseen in
operating business and the business process is inefficient. The purpose of this research
is to improve management information system for ABC mini-mart. The study begins
with analysis of current data, including the existing system and then the system that
will be changed to meet users' requirements by implementing updated point of sale
system. It will decrease the loaded paper work, reduce repeating tasks and increase
operating business efficiency. However, all these tools are used to follow fast change
in the real world business.
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CHAPTER I
GENERALITIES OF THE STUDY

ABC mini-mart has operated for 18 years since 1991. As my parents have no
technical management about retailing business, they hired marketers to conduct some
research who gave them the proper advice. My parents finally opened the store. The
store has never changed its appearance, its information technology system, and its
management. For the information technology system, the old version point of sale
system (SHARP, series ER-A460) which can track less product categories is used.
Hence, the system can be used to track only products with high turnover rate.
Moreover, the management system is done manually and the cash flow of the store is
operated day by day without planning. All we know is that there is excess money left
from subtracting between total revenue and total expense at the end of every month.

1.1 Background of the ABC mini-mart

ABC mini-mart is a convenient store which is located in Bangkok. It has been opened
since 1991. The store is opened from 6:00am till 1:00am. There are 4 workers that are
divided into 2 shifts (6:OOam-5:OOpm and 5:00pm- 1.:00am). The size of the store is
around 120 sq.m.. The revenue is proximately 50,000 baht per day. The store has
several product categories such as stationery, women's accessory, liquor, drugs,
clothes, beverages, snacks, seasoning, toys, Magazines and Newspapers and a drinking
machine.
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1 .1 .2 Convergence
Figure 1 . 1 : Convergence

The important thing that differentiates ABC mini-mart from other stores is
convergence. The store can get more profitability from expanding additional two
stores (Game store and Automatic laundry), as can be seen from the above picture,
without hiring more employees. Both stores are run by using vending machines. They
are located near to the store. We need only cashier at the store to return change to
customers.

1.1.3 SWOT analysis

Strengths
• • Good Location (Crowded): The store is surrounded by many apartments where
the ABC mini-mart's regular customers live.
•

Wholesale & retail: ABC mini-mart sells products to end consumers at a
standard price and to retailers at a discount price for more quantity.

•

Convergence: The additional 'stores, washing vending machine and game
store, are opened near the ABC mini-mart. These two businesses don't require
more man power to control because they use vending machines Thus, when
the customers want. to wash the clothes or play games,. they can just come .to
the ABC'. mini-mart to exchange the coin and put it in •the vending machine.

This system helps the ABC mini-mart save the cost of hiring more human
resource.
•

Friendly service: ABC mini-mart's workers have close relationship with the
regular customers. All the workers give warm service to the regular customer
which makes them want to come back to the store.

•

Varieties of products: There are many products available at ABC mini-mart
such as stationery, gifts, liquor, drugs, clothes, beverages, snacks, seasoning,
toys, magazines and newspapers and a drinking machine.

•

High flexibility: Management has high flexibility in running the business
compared to other well-known franchise convenient stores. The owner who
buys a franchise to open a convenient store has to adhere with many
regulations from the franchisor. For example, franchisee cannot sale some
products other than what is authorized by franchisor.

Weaknesses
•

Normal shop and shelf decorations: ABC mini-mart has few decorations than
other stores. It has less lighting than other well-known franchise convenient
stores because it wants to save electricity cost. Moreover, some products are
covered with dust for a long time because the ABC mini-mart doesn't open the
air condition all day in order to save electric fee; ABC mini-mart only leaves
the door open when the weather is not hot.

•

Lack of IT management: information technology system and management has
not been changed until now. The old version point of sale system (SHARP,
series ER-A460) which can track less product category is still being used.

•

Lack of transparency (security, fraud, theft): The old version point of sale
system (SHARP, series ER-A460) which can track less product categories is
being used, the only high turnover rate products could be recorded such as
beer and liquor.

•

Relying too much on 1 person: Only a store manager is responsible for the
procurement by using observation and experience. It may cause a problem if
that manager is absent. It may also expose the store to the transparency
problem, as the manager is the only one who is responsible for the whole
Procurement system.

•

Skepticism and resistance to change: It takes more time to train the workers to
use new technology because they do not have high qualification. Some people
are also reluctant to change since they have to put more effort in order to do
the same work.

•

LIFO (Last in, First out): the workers put the product at the front of the
refrigerator, so the products placed earlier is may be expired since they will be
taken out last. Other well-known franchised convenient stores use first in first
out system and have freezing storage room behind the refrigerator, so the
workers can put in the product at the back of the refrigerator.

Opportunities
•

Extending lines of business near ABC mini-mart: There are other consumer's
needs in that area such as barbershop or coffee shop, etc. It is a good
•opportunity for ABC mini-mart to share its cost of operations and add
convergent promotion in the businesses; convenient store, game store and
washing store if it extends its lines of business around its existing location.

Threats
•

New competitors: There is a chance that new competitors can come into the
same market and steal ABC mini-mart existing market share if ABC minimart does not keep on improving itself.

1.1.4 ABC mini-mart's financial

Table 1.1: ABC mini-mart's net profits monthly in year 2008 (Unit is THR 1,000)
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The trend of income in retail business does not fluctuate much each month because
convenient store sells 4 basic needs. Moreover, the monthly profit every year is quite
stable; the range of operating profit is around 4% to 6%. However, there are some
factors that affect profit margin each month such as rain season, holiday season and
the beginning of the school period (parents usually save money for their children's
tuition fee during that period).

•

In January of every year, the net profit increases around 6 % because
customers want to buy a New Year gifts during this period.

•

In May and October, the net profit drops to 4% because parents need to keep
some money to pay for their children's tuition fee.

•

In June and July, the net profit drops to 4 % because of the rainy season
(customers don't want to go outside for shopping).

•

In February, March, August, April and December, the net profit is 5% because
there are not many special occasions during this time.

5
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1.1.5 ABC mini-mart's competitors

Table 1.2: ABC mini-mart's competitors

7-11 (nearby)

Nearby store

ABC mini-mart

Type of business

Convenient store

Morn and Pop shop

Convenient Store

Location

Close to the main

Located in crowded

Located in crowded

street

area

area

Size

100 sq.m.

60 sq.rn.

120 sq.m.

Characteristic

Air condition

No air condition

Air condition

Good lighting

Limited space

Average Lighting

Shelve

Easy to pick

Owner pick for

Easy to pick

management

good decoration

customer and poor

but few decorations

1 decorations
Variety

>2000 SKUs

<800 SKUs

>2000 SKUs

4 persons/ shift

2 persons/ shift

2 persons / shift

of products
Workers

2 shifts/ day

3 shifts/day
Closing-opening

24 hours

time

Everyday

6:00am-8:00pm

6:00am-1:00am

Closed every

Everyday

Wednesday
Customer segment General

Community

Community

Equipments

None

Cashier, CCTV

None

Sometimes

and Microwave,

tools used

cashier, CCTV

Promotion

Always

The net profit of the ABC mini-mart is not effected by the opening of 7-11 stores
(near by). It is not effected because the store has different customer segment from 711(near by). ABC mini-mart targets customers who live around the store but 711(near by) targets customers who walk along the street. In contrast the net profit of
the store. is affected from near by Mom-Pop. shop. If the near by Morn-Pop shop is •
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closed, the total sales of the store will increase around 20%, so we will consider this
store as a main competitor and we have to compete in order to gain more market
share.

1.1.6 ABC mini-mart's traffic
Figure1.2: ABC mini-mart's traffic

The tendency of number of man and caribicycie
That pass ABC mini-mart at various period of time
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ABC mini-mart opens everyday from 06.00 am untill 01.00 am in order to target
regular customers around the store and is different from 7-11 which opens for 24
hours. The store does not open 24 hours because there are no customers at the night
ti me, so our segment and 7-11 is quite different. Time is separated in 3 sections for
peak period. The peak period to sell at the store •is: 6.00am -08.00 am. because
customers have to buy goods before going out to work. Selling increases again in the
afternoon break. Finally, the selling period is at the peak period again after 16.00 pm
because of students who come back from school and. customers who come back from
work.
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1.2 Statement of Problem

•

Loss Sale/ Stock out: The old version POS system that is being used could not
record all product categories in the store.

•

Lack of shelf management: The store manager cannot notice the particular
product are out of stock because the lack of inventory information in every
product categories.

•

Over Stock: The store manger uses only experience and observation in each
time to make a purchase order, Sometimes the particular product is on shelve
too long for purchasing.

•

Security Problem: It is difficult to find the number of a particular product that
disappear and is hard to specify who should take responsibility.

•

Low Image: ABC mini-mart has lesser worker than high image stores like 711 mini-marts. Therefore, all workers are busy with customer service more
than concentrating the store's cleanliness.

•

Spoilage: Some products could not be bought back by the wholesaler such as ,
gift shop products and stationery, therefore, it is put on sale when they are out
of fashion or are damaged.

1.3 Research Objectives

•

To increase ABC mini-mart's sales.

•

To have standard of management.

•

To decrease unnecessary costs.

1.4 Scope of the research

The scope of this research is to find any' problems in ABC mini-mart and improve
ABC mini-mart's performance.

8

1.5 Limitations of the Research

According to the methodology used, there were limitations in implementing the case
study, which are as follows:

•

The study focuses only on ABC mini-mart which may not he applied in other
retail stores due to different environment and limitations of the data sources.

•

The primary data is collected from in-dept interview only.

1.6 Definition of Terms

1) Radio frequency identification (RFID) or automatic identification data
capture (AIDC) or 'smart tags' are tags that contain identity information
about a product (similar to a bar code). These tags enable businesses to
identify and track assets wirelessly (Twist, 2004)

2) Point of sale or point of service (POS) is defined as the in-store entering and
accessing of product and customer information in order to facilitate products
sale to the customer (Weber & Kantamneni, 2002).

3) Stock keeping unit (SKU): SKU reduction effort. They set out to rid their
inventories of the slow-moving items and line extensions (Byrne, 2007).

4) Supply chain management (SCM) are used to refer to the integrated
management of a network of entities, starting with the suppliers' suppliers
and ending with the customers' customers, for the production and delivery
of goods and services to the end consumers (Lee & Ng,1997).

5) Fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) is a classification that refers to wide
range of frequently purchased consumer products including: toiletries, soaps, •
cosmetics, teeth cleaning products, shaving products, detergents, other non-

9

durables such as glassware, bulbs, batteries, and plastic goods such as
buckets (Urban dictionary, 2009)

6) Convenience stores are small-sized stores that offer a limited range of
grocery and other items that people are likely to need or want as a matter of
convenience. Most convenience stores are located on busy street corners or
at gas stations (Sheri, 2008).

10
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

-'figure 2.1 literature review framework

ABC mini-mart (AS-IS)
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Initially, this chapter will describes literature that is related to strong points of ABC
mini-mart which consists of branding, service, convergence and central place theory
that make the store survive for almost 20 years with high competition in retail
business. After that it explains about the loss of sales because of goods that are out of
stock explains how this could be solved by improving inventory management which is
done by using strategic planning (applying Pareto & Newsboy problem) and
information technology (implementing POS system).

2.1 Branding & service

Srivastava, R.K., Fahey and Christensen (2001) explain that there is also a clear
tendency towards a growing awareness that brands are one of a firm's most valuable
resources, so branding has emerged as a top management priority in the past decade.

Given its highly competitive nature, branding can be especially important in the
retailing industry in influencing customer perceptions, as well as in motivating store
choice and loyalty

Darian, Wiman and Tucci (2005) explain that service quality is a very promising
means of creating a distinctive retailer brand, not only for specialty retailers. Thus,
regardless of price, a retailer should avoid poor service levels for any service activity

Wang and Netemeyer (2004) found that employees' competence and abilities are not
the only important factors but also the employee's friendliness and general
presentation.

Gagliano and Hathcote (1994) explain that a very clear and simple set of service
activity categories are important. These are divided service into retailing, store service
(e.g. returns/exchanges, after sales service) and sales service (helpfulness,
friendliness, employees' competence).

Sharma (2001) found that retailing is unique in that the customer offering is not just a
product or service, but a melding of the two. As customer demands grow and target
markets become more fragmented, retailers will increasingly need to provide
customized services to strengthen and maintain relationships.
All the researchers above have explained that brand is an important factor in retail
business and composes of service that effects the branding. The good level of friendly
service will increase times of re-purchasing, this is the reason why retailers cannot
only sell products but also offer good services.

2.2 Convergence

Buchen (2002)states that a substantive candidate of the twenty-first century is
convergence. That pursuit of the unity of all Knowledge", it implies that the
combination of different business is used for lower the operational cost. At present,

.12

customers know the price of products used daily. Therefore the retailer cannot
increase the selling price to get a higher profit margin but it could be done by
reducing the operational cost.

2.3 The central place theory

Craig, Ghosh and McLafferty (1984) explained that the central place theory claims
that the location has always been an important factor in attracting patrons to a
shopping area since consumers go to the nearest stores.

Table 2.1: Proximity is the most influential for buying decision

Reason
Proximity
Merchandise
Ambience
Patronised
Others

1st
36.67
32.92
7.5
6.25
8.33
8.33

2nd
20.47
32.75
9.94
21.64
5.85
9.87

Overall
3rd
28.43
22.22
30.59
21.21
9.61
14.14i
15.49
27.27
5..05
6.86
9.02
10.1

Source: Adopted by Sinka & Banerjee, 2004

Sinka and Ban.erjee (2004) explained that the information there are several reasons
why consumers choose a store to shop. Overall, proximity and merchandise were the
primary reasons (Table 2.1). More than 70 per cent of the respondents indicated these
were the strongest reasons for the choice. These responses were gathered through an
open-ended questionnaire. The respondents were probed for up to three reasons, the
first reason was their first priority.
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Table 2.2: Regular versus occasional customers

Buy elsewhere
Buy later
Subtituti on

Regular customers (percent) Occasional customers (percent)
11
6
12
6
83
82

Source: Adopted by Woensel, Donselaar & Broekmeulen, 2007 -

Woensel, Donselaar and Broekmeulen (2007) indicated that the table above shows the
substitution behavior for both the regular bread customers as well as for the
occasional bread customers. It is interesting to see that occasional customers will go
twice as often to another store if their preferred product is not available (6 versus 12
percent). The likelihood of substituting is however similar for both groups of
customers around which is 82 percent.

All researchers have similar results in common, and proximity affect buying decision.
Regular customers tend to buy at the local store and they can wait to buy later if
product wanted is not on the shelves which is opposite of occasional customers.
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2.4 Loss sales

Figure 2.2: Customer's behavior toward "Out of Stock"

Worldwide Consumer Responses to OOS
(Average across 8 categories)
Do not Purchase
[tern
9%

Substitute Different Brand
26%

Buy !tern at
Another Store
31%

Delay P4Jrchaso
15%

Substitute -- Same
erand
19%

Source: Adopted by Corsten & Gruen, 2003

Corsten and Gruen (2003) explained that the problem of loss is because of products
that are out of stock. The figure above shows that customers have many reactions to
the an Out-Of-Stock (OOS) problem (see Figure 2.1) and The most effective one is
"Buy Items at another Store" which reveals 31% of the possible consumer reactions to
OOS. When we focus only on the reactions that lead to lose sales, we shall include
"Do not Purchase Item" reaction, which is 9% and "Delay Purchase" which is 15%,
so the total effect of OOS to the loss of sales will be 55% of the possible consumer
reactions. We could say that there are just only 45% left of the possibility to trigger
customer's decision to buy the substitute product. If they see empty shelve.
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Figure 2.3: Out of stock because of retailer

Summary of Findings of 005 Causes
Worldwide Average
Other Cause
4%.
Retail, HQ or
Manufacturer -1. 4%

Store Forecasting
13%

Distriibution Cente
10'94

Ordering
34

Store Shelving
25%

Source: Adopted by, Corsten & Gruen, 2003

Corsten and Gruen (2003) did the research to show that most of the out of stock
problems came from the store. It shows that 72 percent of all 00S across the world
are caused in the store, and 34% is concerned with stone ordering; store shelving 25%
and store threcasting 13% respectively.
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Figure 2.4: out of stock rate

Sales Losses Due to OOS
World Average
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4.0
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I
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4
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Estimated Percentage Loss

Source: Adopted by Corsten & Gruen, 2003
Corsten and Gruen (2003) found that the worldwide benchmark average is 3.9 percent
sales loss at retail stores due to out of stock items.
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Figure 2.5: Product substitution is vary
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Source: Adopted by Corsten & Gruen, 2003

Corsten & Gruen (2003) found that personal product have higher impact on making a
purchasing decision than ordinary products. It was found that feminine hygiene has
low substitution, since these are very few personal products and there is a high
substitution cost. However, when the brand is less personal, e.g. paper towel, more
substitution between brands may occur.

2.5 Inventory management

The study of Liebmann and Zentes, (2001) show that the analysis of the flow of goods
within a self-service retail outlet from a supply chain perspective can he of two
reasons quite "appealing"
(1) The availability of products in the shelves is an important key performance
indicator for the purchasing transaction
(2) Inventory carrying and handling costs as well as costs for human resources are at
that - level of a supply chain relatively intense
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Corsten and Gruen (2003) founded that if the product is not on the shelf when the
shopper arrives to make their selection, the sale and potentially and also the customer
may be lost to the store. It means that the balance of storing cost and shelves on-shelf
availability need to be considered. If the too many of specific product are ordered, the
retailers can lose an opportunity for selling others product. In contrast, there is a
chance for lost sale if the retailer orders some product too little and it is appears that it
is not enough for customers.

2.6 Information technology at both strategic and operational levels

Moore (1996) explained that effective utilization of information technology is needed
for both strategic and operational levels of achievement of retailer competitive
advantage

2.7 RFID versus Barcode

Reyes and Jaska (2007) founded that RFID is costing the average Wal-Mart vendor
$23 million annually but technology prices are declining, and they suggested that
RFID can replace the barcode if possible, but not in the near future. The reality is that
these two technologies are complementary "data storing" technologies, and each
serve a different purpose in managing supply chain operations.

2.8 Trend of POS usage

Weber and Kantamneni (2002) explained that POS as the in-store entering and
accessing of product and customer information can be used in order to facilitate
product sale to the customers.

Cassidy (1994) explained that the benefit of POS include reduced check-outs,
inventory level, shrinkage, forced markdown and an ability to track costs directly to
specific product.
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Figure 2.6: Use of POS systems

1988

1990

1995

Key
■

fl

POS recorded store level transactions
POS transactions on central computer system

Source: Adopted by Ellram, Londe & Weber, 1999

Hiram, Londe and Weber (1999) founded that retailers responding to the Ohio State
University retail logistics study indicated both a high current usage and expected
growth in POS systems, as shown in Figure (2.4). 85 percent of respondents indicated
that they have some form of POS system in workplace today. POS usage is projected
to grow to 89 percent by 1990, and 98 per cent by 1995, according to the survey.
Thus, virtually all of those surveyed expect to have a POS system in place by 1995. In
addition, those who have a POS system are planning to increase the. integration of
those systems with their central computer. Respondents who currently have a POS
system indicate that 88 percent of their PUS transactions are integrated with their
central computer systems today. For those currently using POS and planning to use
POS, this percentage will rise to 90 percent by 1990, and 97 percent by 1995. Thus,
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retailers are planning to take greater advantage of the potential benefits of PUS
systems in the future, by increasing P0S's integration with their main system.

2.9 Benefits of POS

Table 2.3: Rotated factor matrix for POS benefits

Factor 3
Factor 2
Factor 1
(shorter check- (Inventory (Inventory
value) management)
out times)
Shorter check-out times
Reduced inventory shrinkage
Reduced forced, non-promotional markdowns
Reduced stockouts in stores
Reduced inventory level in stores

0.98753
0.83738
0.8179
0.82304
0.78723

Source: Adopted by Weber & Kantamneni, 2002

Weber & Kantamneni (2002) explained that the result of the factor analysis (Table
2.1) indicates that the benefits of adopting PUS can be traced to three direct and
indirect underlying factors. There was no evidence that POS is being adopted for
strategic reasons. The first, "Shorter check-out tines", is direct and is valued by
retailers. POS has technology for its immediate and measurable effect on customer
service in the store. The other two factors represent indirect benefits of using POS.
While they will not happen automatically, they become much more likely with PUS
technology in place. The benefits "Reduced inventory shrinkage in stores" and
"Reduced forces, non-promotional markdowns" load on a factor called "Inventory
value' It represents the potential of using POS to maintain inventory value. By using
POS to more closely track inventory levels, losses from theft, damage, and
obsolescence can be reduced. Better tracking should also improve retailers' abilities to
reduce the cause of forced markdowns. The third factor, "Inventory management",
represents retailers' emphasis on providing higher inventory-related customer levels
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( fewer stock-out) with less inventory. This underlies retailer desire to improve
inventory velocity and response to changes in market demand

2.10 Pareto model

Karuppusami and Gandhinathan (2006) explained that a Pareto analysis is a QC tool
that ranks the data classifications in the descending order from the highest frequency
of occurrences to the lowest frequency of occurrences. The total frequency is equated
to 100 percent. The "vital few" items occupy a substantial amount (80 percent) of
cumulative percentage of occurrences and the "useful many" occupy only the
remaining 20 percent of occurrences.

2. 11 The Newsboy problem

Al-Faraj, Al-layer and Alidi (1991) explained that the single period inventory control
problem, known as the Newsboy problem, requires extensive and repetitive
computations to determine the optimal order quantity and the optimal service level
( OS1). It is a special type of inventory control problem which is common in many
manufacturing and service organizations. The problem of manufacturing planning and
inventory control has been addressed by many researchers such as Plossl, Wight,
McLeavy, Narasimhan and Kaimann who considered the problem of varying reorder
lead times and proposed a dynamic programming solution. Rather than allowing the
reorder lead time to vary with each individual order, Kaimann calculated the safety
stock level to provide protection against out of stocks in a predetermined percentage
of occurrences.

Formula of Newsboy problem:

C-under = selling price - purchasing cost
C-cover = purchasing cost - salvage value .
OSL, = C-under/ C-under C-cover

AE

ON INIVERSITYL.

To solve Newsboy problem, a unit cost of under-ordering (C-under) and a unit cost of
over-ordering (C-over) must be identified. The C-under is the profit decrease that
results from failing to order an item that could have been sold at its normal price,
while the C-over is the profit decrease that results from ordering an item that cannot
be sold at its normal price.

In conclusion. all the literature explained factors that is related to every part in this
report, Firstly, it proved that location and service are the vital factors in opening good
retail stores, moreover information technology system is also significant to facilitate
operating business at present by implementing PUS system. However, applying
Pareto model and Newsboy problem as a strategy method' can increase the
management efficiency to a retail store by using PUS system in the smarter way.

CHAPTER H1
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

ABC mini-mart has several problems; there are Loss of sales/stock out, overstock, bad
shelf management, low image, theft and spoilage. These problems will be improved
by applying Pareto and Newsboy problem in order to have useful data to manage POS
system.

3.1: ABC mini-mart's problem identified by Pareto model

Figure 3.1: ABC mini-mart's problem (Pareto)

The relation between Cost impact and Frequency of
occurrence for each type of problems found in ABC mini-mart
los3 of sz

low image

lack of sheIve
Inanagemelit
loss ofsales/stock Out

0
over stock
lack oislielve
management

* theft

0
tow

spoilage
0
11

* spoita;;e

Cot istwact

The raw data that are used to interpret to this figure above is frOm the interviews by
store managers who rank the level of impact to the cost from high to low and the
frequency of problems' occurrence from often to seldom (6 is the highest impact
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factor, 1 is the lowest impact factor). This figure 3.1 indicates ABC mini-marts
problems by using Pareto model and shows the level of impact to cost from high to
low(horizontal).We get loss of sales/stock out
stock

theft

lack of shelve management

low image ---* spoilage respectively, and when we arrange them by

the frequency of occurrence(vertical)from often to seldom, we get low image
of sales/stock out

over

over stock

lack of shelve management --->• spoilage

loss
theft

respectively. After we rank all data with the Pareto model, it appears that loss of sales
from stock out has worst impact on buying which is shown at the right hand side, on
the top).

3.2 ABC mini-mart's problem identified by Pareto model and the Newsboy
problem

Figure 3.2 below indicates the result of applying Pareto model to show to the five best
selling items at the ABC mini-mart individually, they are liquor, beverage, snacks,
Gifts and stationery. Raw data is from interviews with the store manager who is asked
to rank which product category that has the highest profit margin to the lowest profit
margin and which product has the highest sales volume to the lowest sales volume.
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Figure 3.2: ABC mini-mart's problem (Pareto+ Newsboy problem)
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There five best selling items are liquor, snacks, beverages, stationery and gift could
make more revenue to the ABC mini-mart by applying Pareto model. From this
interpreted data will be used to apply Newsboy problem for each product category for
which historical data is available and (will be shown in the next chapter.)
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3.3 Conceptual framework

Figure 3.3: Conceptual framework
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The framework above describe the function and the benefits of PUS (Point Of Sale)
system can be adopt to solve at least the problem which is the most important in ABC
mini-mart. The statement of problem in ABC mini-mart is arranged by applying;
Pareto model to show the level of impact from high to low, There are loss of sales
from stock out, lack of shelve management, over stock, theft, low image, and spoilage
respectively. Moreover, the Pareto model is applied with Newsboy problem to find
the optimal order point for each category that we have historical data about in order to
i mprove loss of sales from stock out, lack of shelve management and over stock.

3.4 Before using updated POS system

Figure 3.4: Before using updated POS system
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This figure above shows the procedure that lack of organized replenishment system
causes loss of sale problems. When customers arrive to the store and if there is no
wanted product on shelves, the customer has to wait for the. wanted product to be reordered by store managers who orders that wanted product from the wholesaler. This
reason causes more chance for the store to have loss of sales because some customer
will buy the product from elsewhere when stocks out.
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3.5 After using updated POS system

Figure 3.5: After using updated POS system
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The figure above shows the organized flow chart of using updated POS system
(model: CPT 8000L) that is linked with a computer, therefore, Most of the product
category will be recorded, the level of replenishment system would be improved and
the level of loss of sales from stock out is decreased. However, when the customer
doesn't see the wanted product on shelves, the worker can check the wanted product
by checking the inventory information in the computer.
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3.6 Methodology

1.) The primary data will be collected through depth interview from business owners.
2.) The secondary data are literature reviews from published provider such as Emerald
Insight, International Purchasing & Supply Management Modular learning System
(Module 5), and. Managing business process flows, second edition, 2006.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND CRITICAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This chapter shows the result of applying Pareto model and Newsboy problem with
the repective product. It shows only the fourth best selling product category.; Liquor
(Leo, Chang and tiger liquor), Beverage (Polaris), Snacks (Dry snacks) and Gifts
(Earrings), The probability of demand in each product category is weighed by past
raw data to apply in Newsboy problem formula and the outcomes will illustrate the
optimal order point for each item. Only stationery that will be applied after
implementing new version of POS system because there is no raw data available in
the old version of POS system that was used.
Table 4.1: Leo beer sold in year, 2007& 200$
Leo beer sold on year, 2007& 2008
Month and Year 2007

Items sold

Jan, 2007
Feb, 2007
Mar, 2007
Apr, 2007
May, 2007
Jun, 2007
Jul, 2007
Aug, 2007
Sep, 2007
Oct, 2007
Nov, 2007 •
Dec, 2007
Average sold, year 2007
Average sold, year 2007&2008

3760
3698
3467
3388
3152
3224
3455
3569
3591
3271
3476
3633
3473.6667
3 483.3 75 0

Month and Year 2008

items sold

3795
Jan, 2008
Feb, 2008
3682
3578
Mar, 2008
3358
Apr, 2008
3249
May, 2008
3045
Jun, 2008
Ju1, - 2008
3290
3681
Aug, 2008
3678
Sep, 2008
Oct, 2008
3356
3550
Nov, 2008
3655
Dec, 2008
3493.0833
Average sold, year 2008

The raw data of Leo beer in 2007 and 2008 is used to find the average sales volume.
3,483.3750 items is within the range of 3,401-3,500 then the average sales volume is
used in the next step to find the optimal order point for 2009.
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Table 4.1.1: Leo beer (optimal order point)

Leo beer, cost-40 baht, selling price 45 baht, interest rate per year-7%
Complementary
Cumulative Probability
Probability Cumulative Probability
Prob(R>r)
Prob(R<=r)
Prob(R=r)
Demand r
frequency
0.9584
0.0416
0.0416
3,001-3,100
(1/24)
0.9168
0.0832
3,101-3,200
(1/24)
0.0416
0.7502
0.2498
(4/24)
0.1666
3,201-3,300
0.6252
0.3748
0.1250
3,301-3,400
(3/24)
0.5002
0.4998
0.1250
3,401-3,500
(3/24)
0.3336
0.6664
0.1666
3,501-3,600
(4/24)
0.0836
0.9164
0.2500
3.601-3,700
(6/24)
0
1
0.0833
(2/24)
3,701-3,800

1) Total orders per month 3,483.3750*40=139335
2) Interest rate per year 139,335*7%(Tanachart bank, 2009) =9753.45
3) Interest rate per month 9,753.45/12=812.7875
4) Interest rate per month per item 812.7875/3,483.3750=0.2333
5) MB/MB+MC

(Anupindi,

Chopra,

Deshmukh and

Mieghem, 2006)

=5/5+0.2333=0.9554

From the cumulative distribution of the demand in table above, Prob(R is less than or
equal to 3,701-3,800) =land Prob(R is less than or equal to 3,601-3,700) —0.9164
Therefore, the smallest Q(quantity) such that Prob(R is less than or equal to Q) more
than or equal to 0.9165 is Q= 3,701-3,800. It can be concluded that more item should
be ordered from 3,401-3,500 to 3,701-3,800.
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Table 4.2: Chang beer sold in year 2007 & 2008

Chang beer sold on year 2007 & 2008
Month and Year 2007
Jan, 2007
Feb, 2007
Mar, 2007
Apr, 2007
May, 2007
Jun, 2007
Jul 2007
Aug, 2007
Sep, 2007
Oct, 2007
Nov, 2007
Dec, 2007
Average sold, year 2007
Average sold, year 2007&2008

Items Sold
2057
1988
1873
1782
1773
1694
1668
1742
1602
1561
1634
1875
1770.7500
1789.7083

Month and Yea• 2008
Jan, 2008
Feb, 2008
Mar, 2008
Apr, 2008
May, 2008
Jun, 2008
Jul, 2008
Aug, 2008
Sep, 2008
Oct, 2008
Nov, 2008
Dee, 2008
Average sold, year 2008

1
Items Sold
2199
2083
1866
1823
1755
1665
1677
1874
1885
1672
1556
1649
1808.6667

The raw data of Chang beer in 2007 and 2008 is used to find the average sales
volume. 1,789.7083 is within the range of 1,701-1,800, Then, the average sales
volume is used in the next step to find optimal order point for 2009.

Table 4.2.1: Chang beer (optimal order point)

Chang beer, cost=38.5 baht, selling price 42 baht, interest rate per year=7%
Cumulative Complementary Cumulative
Probability Probability
Probability Probability
Demand r
Prob(R<=r)
Prob(R>r)
frequency Prob(R=r)
1,501-1,600
0.0833
0.9167
(2/24)
0.0833
1,601-1,700
(8/24)
0.4166
0.5834
0.3333
1,701-1,800
(4/24)
0.5832
0.4168
0.1666
1,801.-1,900
(6/24)
0.2500
0.8332
0.1668
1,901-2,000
0.8748
0.1252
(1/24)
0.0416
0.9581
0.0419
2,001-2,100.
(2/24)
0.0833
2,101-2,200
(1/24)
0.0416
1
0

1) Total orders per Month = 1,789.7083*38.5=68,903.7696
2) Interest rate per year 6,8903.7696*7%(Tanachart bank, 2009) =4,8212639

3) Interest rate per month 4,823.2639/12-401.9387
4) Interest rate per month per item-401.9387/1789.7083=0.2246
5) MB/MB+MC(Anupindi, Chopra, Deshmukh and Mieghem, 2006)-3.5/3.5+
0.2246-0.9397

From the cumulative distribution of the demand in table 4.2.1 above, Prob(R is less
than or equal to 2,001-2,100) =0.9581 and Prob(R is less than or equal to 1,9012,000) =0.8748
Therefore, the smallest Q(quantity) such that Prob(R is less than or equal to Q)is more
than or equal to 0.8749 is Q= 2,001-2,100. It can be concluded that more items should
be ordered from 1,701-1,800 to 2,001-2,100.

Table 4.3: Tiger liquor sold in year 2007 & 2008

'fiber liquor sold on year 2007 & 2008

Month and Year 2007
Jan, 2007
Feb, 2007
Mar, 2007
Apr, 2007
May, 2007
Jun, 2007
Jul, 2007
Aug, 2007
Sep, 2007
Oct, 2007
Nov, 2007
Dec, 2007
Average sold, year 2007
Average sold, year 2007&2008

Items Sold
764
684
679
620
631
653
561
590
556
538
589
699
630.3333
• 669.1250

Month and year 2008
Jan, 2008
Feb, 2008
Mar, 2008
Apr, 2008
May, 2008
Jun, 2008
Jul, 2008
Aug, 2008
Sep, 2008
Oct, 2008
Nov, 2008
Dec, 2008
Average sold, year 2008

Items Sold
856
788
687
699
654
687
661
672
692
635
681
783
707.9167

The raw data of Tiger liquor in 2007 and 2008 is used to find the average sales

volume 669.125 is with in range of (651-700) Then, the average sales volume is used
in the next step to find optimal order point for 2009.
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Table: 4.3.1: 'Tiger liquor (optimal order ')oink)

1 iger liquor , cost=90 halm, selling price 100 baht, interest rate per year—7%
C'omplcmcntar:," -I
Cumulative 1
Cumulative
Probability
Probability
Demand r
requency
Prob(R<=r) ' Probability Pro'b(R>r)
Prob(R=r)
0.9584
501-5 SO
0.0416
(1/24) I
0.0416
0.7018
0.2082
(4/24)
0.1666
I
, 551-600
1
601-650
0.3332
0.6668
(3/24) j
0.1250
,___
0.1668
0.8332
651-700
(12/24) I
0.5000
0.1668
1
701-750
0.8332
(0/24)
0.0000
0,0418
731-800
0.9587
(3/24)
0.125
1
i
0.0418
0.9582
801-850
0,0000
(0/24)
j
,
(1/24) 1
0.0416
851-900
----T

1) Total orders per month = 669.1250*90=60,7 2 1,75
2) Interest rate per year 60,221.25*7% (Tanachart bank, 200.),) —4'2 15.4873
3) interest rate per month=4215.4875/12=351.7906
4) Interest rate per month per item 351.2906/669.1250=0.5 2 50
5) MB/MB+MC(Anupindi, Chopra, Deshmukh and Mieghem,
2006)-20/20+0.5250=0.9744 total order per month = 669.125090-6022125

From the cumulative distribution of the demand in table above, Prob(R is less than or
equal to 851-900) =land Prob(R is less than or equal to 801-850) —0.9582
.

Therefore, the smallest Q(quantity) such that Prob(R is less than or equal to Q ) more
than or equal to 0.9583is Q= 851-900. It can be concluded that more items shOuld he
ordered Conn 651-700 to 851-900.

Table
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Poiaris waver sold on year 2007 & 2008

Month and Year 2007
Jan, 7 007
Feb, 2007
_
Mar, 2007
Apr, 2007'.
May, 2007
Jun, 2007
Jul, 2007
Aug, 2007
Sep, 2007
Oct, 2007
Nov, 2007
Dec, 2007
Average sold, year 2007
_ sold, year 2007&2008
Average

items Sold
1765
1623
1866
1789
1638
1723
1796
1647
1723
1715
1661
1703
1720.7500
1719.2083

Month and Year 2008
Jan. 2008
Feb, 2008
Mar, 2008
Apr, 2008
May, 2008
Jun, 2008
Jul, 2008
Aug. 2008
Sep, 2008
Oct, 2008
Nov, 2008
Dee, 2008
Average sold, year 2008

Items Sold
174:5
1668
i 802
1750
17 13
1793
1696
1547
1683
1739
1719
1757
i
1717.6667

The raw data of Polaris water in 2007 and 2008 is used to find the average sales
volume 1,719.208-3 is within range of 1,701-1,800. Then, the average sales volume is
used in the next step to find the optimal order point for 2009.

Table 4.4.1: Polaris (optimal order point)

Polaris water, cos 3 baht, selling price. 5 bait, interest rate per year-7%
Cumulative
Col
Cumulative
Probability
Probability
Probability Probability I
Demand r
frequency
Prob(R=r)
1
Prob(R<=t)
Pro b( R>r)
1,501-1,600
(1/24)
0.0416
0.0416
0.9584
j.
1,601-1,700
(7/24)
0.2916
0.3332
0.6668
1,701-1,800
(11/2 4)
0.5833
0,9 I 65
!
0.0835
1,8014,900
(2/24)
0.0833
1
0

i

1)

Total orders per month 1,719.7083*3=5157.6249

2)

Interest rate per year 5157.6249*7/0(Tanaehart bank, 2009) =361.0337

3)

interest rate per month 361.0337/12=30.0861

4)

Interest rate per month per item 3 0.0861/1,719.2083=0.017:5
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N.413/N113+1\AC(Anupindi, Chopra, Deshmukh and
2006)=20+0,0175=0.9913

I,‘rona the cumulative distribution of the demand in Table 4,4.1 above.. Prob(R is less
than or equal to 1,701-1,800) =0.9165 and Prob (R is less than or equal to 1,601
1,700) —0.3332
Therefore, the smallest Q(quantity) such that Pro(R., is less than or equal to Q) more
than or equal to 0.3333 is Q= 1,701-1,800. It can he concluded that more items should
be ordered from 1,701-1,800 to 1,801-'1,900,,

Table 4.5.: Dry snack sold i year 2007 & 7 008
r-

---1
1
-H

Dry snack sold on year 2007 & 2008
1

i
1

i
Month and Year 2007
Jan, 2007
Feb, 2007
Mar, 2007
1---Apr, 2007
May, 2007
Jun, 2007
jul, 2007
Aug, 2007
Sep, 2007
Oct, 2007
Nov, 2007
Dec, 2007
Average sold, year 2007
Average sold, year 2007&2008

Items Sold
1867
1355
1426
1344
1 5 14
1998
1987
1850
1673
1640
1388
1852
1657.4167
1739.1667

Month and Year 2008
Jan, 2008
Feb, 2008
1
Mar, 2008
Apr, 2008
May, 2008
Jun, 2008
Jul, 2008
Aug, 2008
Sep, 7 008
Oct, 2008
Nov, 2008
Dec, 2008
Average sold., year 2008

items Sold 1
2123
i
7
116
1899
1678

I
1708
---1
1.561
1745
i 482
I
2187
1
1679
1892
i
1781
1820.9167 I

The raw data of Dry snacks in 2007 and 2008 is used to find the average sales volume

1,739.1667 is within the range of 1,701-1,800. Then, the average sales volume is used
in the next step to find the optimal order point for 7 009.
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Table 4.54

point)

ry snack

Dry, snack, cost=6 baht, selling price 10 haht, interest rate per year- 7%
I5
COM p] Mie CI L? rY
i
Cumulative
CUMUIative
Probability
Probability I
Probability
.
Demand r
Prob(R in- r)
frequencyg Prob(R=r)
Prob(R<-1)
I 40 l -1400
0.87, 0
(3/124)
0.1750
0.1....50
-__ 1401-1500
(2/24)
179i 7
0. 2083
0.0833
1501-1600
0.7084
0.2916
(2/24)
0.0833
0.5834
(3/24)
0.1750
.--- --- 0.4166
_ 1601-1700
,.
-r
1701-1800
0.4168
(4/24)
0.1666
0.5832
0.2085
(5/24)
0.7915
0.2083
_ 1801-1900
1
1901-2000
(2/24)
0.8748
0.1752
0.0833
200 -2100
1
0.8748
0.1 7'57
(0/74)
0
2101-2200
0
(3/24
1
0.1250
T

'otal orders per month 1,739.1667*6-10,435.0002
2) Interest rate per year 10,434.0002*7/0(Tanachart bank, 2009) -730.4500
3) Interest rate per month 730.45/12=60.8708
Interest rate per month per item 60.8708/1,739.1667=0.0350
5) MR/MB+MC(Anupindi,

Chopra,

Deshmukh and

Miegnern, 2006)

=4/4+0.035=0.9913

From .he cumulative distribution of the demand in Table 4.5.1 above, Prob(R.' is less
than car equal to 2,;101-2,200) =1 and Prob(R is less than or equal to 2,001-2„1001
-(18748
Therefore, the smallest Q(quantity) such that Prob(R is less than or equal to
than on equal to 0.8749 is Q= 7,101-7 ,700. It can be concluded that more itoms
be ordered from 1,701-1,800 to 2,101-2,200.

more

Table 4.6: Earring sold in year 2007 & 2008

Earring on year 2007 & 2008

1--

Ir
I

Month and year 2007
Jan, 2 007
Feb, 2007
Mar, 2007
.
Apr, 2007
May, 2007
Jun, 2007
Jul, 2007
Aug. 2007
Sep. 2007
Oct. 2007
Nov, 2007
Dec, 2007
Average sold, year 2007
Average sold. year 2007&2008

items Sold
614
436
268
138
546
492
338
298
380
322
698
574
425.3333
398.9167

Mouth and Year 2008 hems Sold
393
Jan, 2008
198
Feb, 2008
Mar, 2008
Apr, 2008
:
7 1S
:2
• (1:
1
4'
May, 2008
1-,
:365
Jun,
2008
.,
..J.
431
Jul, 2008
-274
Aug, 2008
208
Sep, 2008
679
Oct, 2008
263
Nov, 2008
308
Dee, 2008
Average sold, year 2008 372.5000

The raw data of Earring in 2007 and 2008 is used to find the average sales volume.
398.9167 are within range (301-400). Then, the average sales volume is used in the
next step to find optimal order point far 2009.

Table 4.6.1: Ear ring (optimal order point)

,
Ear ring., cost=9 baht, selling price 20 baht, interest rate per year-7. , salvage value--n
Complementary
Cumulative Probability
Probability
I
Cumulative Prob( R .:-. r)
Prob(R<r)
Prob(R=r)
Demand r
frequency 1
0,8334
0.1666
101-200
0.1666
(4/24) i
2
1
0.6251
0.3749
0.2083
01-300
(5/24)
I
0.4168
0.5832
0.2083
301-400
(5/24)
0.2918
0.7082
(3/24)
0.1250
401-500
0.1668
0.8332
0.1250
(3/24)
501-600
0
1
0.1666
(4/24)
601-700

) Total orders per month = 398.9167*9=3590.2503
2) Interest rate per year 3590.2503*7%(Eanachart bank, 2009) =751.3175
3) interest rate per month 251.3175/12-20.9431
4) Interest rate per month per item 20.9431/398.9167-0.0525±4=4.0525
6) 1\113/N4B+MC(Anupincli, Chopra, l)eshniukh and Mieghem,

i
1I
i

1

2006)=

1+4.052: =0.7308

c.

yin the i.umulative distribution of Me demand in 'Fabte 4.6.1 a

-

Prob(R is less

or equal I.:. r;ui-

than or equal m 501-600) =0.833? and Prob(R.
400)-0.7082

Therefore, the smallest Q(quantity) such that Prob(R is less than or eqval to Q) more
than or equal to 0,7083 is Q= 501-600. It can be concluded that more items should be
ordered from 301-40= to 501-600.

n haring between before aad after iinplemen

Newsb

oblem

Table 4.7: Comparison between before and after implementation of Newsboy problem
(Leo beer)
i Average revenue of Leo beer per month be tore
implementing Newsboy problem

1,483 .315' 5-17,416.8750

')average Leo beer's order after implementing
Newsboy problem (3,701-3,800)

3,701+3,800/2=3,750

3)average revenue of Leo beer per month after
implementing Newsboy problem before interest

4)amount of surplus items after implementing
Newsboy problem per month
5)in terest rate of surplus items per month -

i

3,750.5'`5-18, 752.5

rate
118 752.5- ! 7,416.8 --/:' 0=1,335 .6250
'

......_.......1.
756/12= 311.6459
11,333.6250*40'•

6)average revenue of Leo beer per month after
implementing Newsboy problem after interest rate
7)more net profit after implementing than before

18,752.5-311.64-59-18,440.8541

P

1

A0.8541-17,416.8730 1,213.9791

imple,menting Newsboy problem per month

We can gain more profit after imp nictitation Newsboy problem 1,213.9 91

1

roble 4.7.1: Comparison between before and aft

e111 at 0 ti 0

)1C

S

problem ( Chanhood

r. •

)average revenue or , ._ nang neer
per month before implementing

/ Y-J. /i/ 6 -',

'=").",)

)

'

')/ V

I

2 'ia ve rage CI-long, beer's order after
implementing Newsboy problem
.3)avertge revenue of Chang beer
per month after implementing
Newsboy problem before interest

2,0 )1+2,10 0/2= 7 ,050.5

4)amount of surplus items atter
implementing Newsboy problem
per month

2„0 50.5-1,789.7 083=2 60.7 17

_

50*3.5-7, I 76.75

i

5)interest rate of surplus items per 60.791 '7* 38. 5* 7 % /12— 5 8.5 69 5
month
6)average revenue of Chang beer
7,1 /6.75-5 8.5693=7.1 18.1805
per month after implementing
Newsboy problem after interest
7)nlore net profit after
implementing than before

7 , 1 18.1805-6,2 3.9791=85 4.201 4 i

Vt/e can gain more profit after implementing Newsboy problem 854.2014

Table 4.7.2: Comparison between before and after implementation of Newsboy
problem (Tiger Liquor)

1)average revenue of tiger liquor per month before
implementing Newsboy problem

669.125010-6,691.25

2)avcrage tiger liquor's order after implementing Newsboy
problem (85 1-900)

851+900/2-875.5

3)average revenue of tiger liquor per month after
implementing Newsboy problem before interrest rate

875.5*10-8,755

4 )at no unt o f surplus items after implementing Newsboy
problem per month

'8 '7 55-6,691.')5= 2,063.75

5)interest rate of surplus items per month

k,06375*90*7%/12= 1,083.4688
—
8,755-1,083.4688-7,6 71.5312

6)average revenue of tiger liquor per month after
implementing Newsboy problem after interrest rate
r-7-_7)more het profit after implementing than before

17,671.53 1?-6.691.25-980.2812

\Ale can gain more profit after implementing

vsboy problem 980.2812

Table 4.8: Comparison between before and after implementation of Newsboy problem
(Polaris water)

l)average revenue of Polaris water per month
before implementing Newsboy problem

1,719.2083*2-3,438.4166

2)average Polaris's order after implementing
Newsboy problem (1,801-1,900)

1,801+1,900/2=1,850.5

3)average revenue of Polaris per month after
implementing Newsboy problem before interrest
rate

1,850.5*2=3,701

4)amount of surplus items after implementing
Newsboy problem per month

1,850.5-17 1 9.2083=-131.:-2917

5)interest rate of surplus items per month

I ".-1.7917*3* -7%/17— 2.297'6
---1

6)average revenue of Polaris water per month after
3,701-2.2976-3,698.70')4
implementing Newsboy problem after interrest rate
7)more net profit after implementing than before
impimenting Newsboy problem per month

3,698.70243,438.4166-260.2858

We can gain more profit after implementing Newsboy problem 260.2858

Table 4.9: Comparison bet- een before and after implementation of Newsboy problem
(Dry snack)

liaverage revenue of dry snack per month before
1,739.1667*4=6,656.6668
implementing Newsboy problem
2)average dry snacks order after implementing
2,101+2,7000+7,150.5
$)average revenue of dry snack per month after
2,150,5*4-8,602
implementing Newsboy problem before interrest rate
4)amount of surplus items after implementing
Newsboy problem per month
5)interest rate of surplus items per month

I

2,150.5-1,739.1667=411.3333
411.3333*6*7%/12= 14.3967

6)average revenue of dry snack per month after
implementing Newsboy problem after interrest rate

8,602-14.3967=8,587.6033

7)more net profit after implementing than before
riplmenting Newsboy problem per month

8. , 587.6033-6,656.6668=1,930.9365

We can gain more profit after implementing Newsboy problem 1,930.9365

Table 4.10: Comparison between before and after implementation of Newsboy
problem (Earring)

l)average revenue of ear ring per month before
implementing Newsboy problem
2)average ear ring's order after implementing
Newsboy problem (501-600)

398.9167*11=4.388.0837
501+600=550.5

3)average revenue of ear ring per month after
550.5*11-6,055.5
implementing Newsboy problem before interrest rate
4)amo Lint of surplus items after implementing
550.5-398.9167-151.5833
Newsboy problem per month
5)interest rate of surplus items per month
16)average revenue of ear ring per month after
i mplementing Newsboy problem after interrest rate
7)more net profit after implementing than before .
i mplmentin g Newsboy problem per month

( 51.5833'5 9*7%)/12-7.9582
6,055.5-7.9582=6,047.5418
6,047.54184,388.0837=1,659.4581

We can gain more profit after implementing Newsboy problem 1,659.4581

---,

NIPTIONTAVVERSITYLTBR

Data can be used from the above tables to enhance inventory management. The rest;
from the tables illustrate the out-of stock issue in liquor, beverage and snacks.
Supplies of these stocks have always been less than the demand. Hence, ABC minimart should order more liquor (Leo, Chang and tiger liquor), 'nevem , s (Polaris).
snacks (Dry snack) during each month. These products can be returned to suppliers if
they cannot be sold. This way, ABC mini-mart can increase revenues and avoid loss
of sales due to out-of-stock problem. On the other hand, ABC mini-mart should order
earring in the same amount as before, even though the result of Newsboy was
convinced manager to order more items because, the Fashion product is quick to
change. Moreover the supplier's location is near ABC mini-mart which means the
lead time of delivery is short. However, we can use this method to calculate the Final
optimal order point in other product categories that have no raw data atler
i mplementing updated POS system. This helps to mange the stores other product
items systematically in the future such as stationery etc. Finally the Newsboy problem
needs record keeping continuously so that the forecasting data is up to date, For
example, we use the raw data numbers of year 2008 and 2009 to forecast 2010.

4.2 Point of Sale System (POS)

Point of Sale (POS) Systems are programs that are used to help businesses run
smoothly and more efficiently. POS systems perform a variety of tasks, from the basic
checking out of goods, to more elaborate and sensitive functions as tracking
inventories, identifying customer patterns, analyzing sales, and other more complex
operations. The term POS is also used to describe the computer program (hardware
and software) installed and is used for checkouts. Generally POS aids businesses in
three ways: it helps save money, it is a source of vital, reliable and accurate
information; and with correct usage a. POS system can increase efficient business. A
complete POS package is a capital investment. However, it saves money in the long
run. The advanced functions of PUS systems, is used to keep track of sales and
inventory on real time. Shrinkage due to theft, waste or improper recording
procedures are minimized, since POS systems can keep track of inventory and have
the. capacity to store vital information in its system, lot more data can also. be stored.
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Sales data for the day, week, month or year can easily be retrieved. PUS Systems can
Keep manager to be alert when stock has reached its minimum level. Through the
internal database, the system can record the amount of money paid, who was fast
supplier and also use the data to predict trends and make more accurate forecasts,

4.2.4 The I mportance of Data and Reports in POS System

Intelligent PUS systems that are used properly are not only able to ring up and
monitor sales, but are also capable of storing loads of important information: from
prices to inventory stock levels. In addition to these functions, management can easily
prepare reports by accessing the information stored in the PUS' central hub. By
viewing the sales reports, management can, not only identify buying trends, but they
can also easily see which items are sellable and which ones are slow moving.
Manager can modify their purchasing requirements based on these data. Apart from
numerical figures, POS systems are also capable of holding databases and other
information that are needed to successfully run an operation. Names and addresses of
suppliers, contact persons, discounts, payment terms and lead times are some of the
data that can be stored in a point of sale system which make it faster for ABC minimart to order (and reorder) from supplies. The whole system will become more
effic ient.

4.2.2 The egoipment needed for POS system

For a PUS system to function properly, it must have a computer, steady power, and a
versatile software system. A computer is a central component of the POS — without
the computer. the PUS system will not work. Steady supply of power is required
because power fluctuations cause damages; not only to your computer, but also the
PUS software itself Finally, to complete running PUS system, it needs additional
hardware generally called peripherals. The peripherals include printers, which is

needed to print slips, receipts, orders and other proofs of purchases. Besides cash
drawers to keep money are also needed (Clever ROUTE co., LTD., 2009).

4.2.3 What to Consider before buying a POS System

To evaluate owner's skills and staff skill, upon the installation of the POS system,
ti me to learn how to use the equipment, and allocate enough man hours to train staff is
needed. Finally, The owner have to carefully evaluate the services of the POS
provider is offering; information such as how much it costs for installation of the
program, whether they have warranties on their products and how long, who their
other clients are, whether they can easily be reached if you encounter any problems
with the system and what after-sales support can be provided. When buying an all-inone POS system, the only focus should not be on the price. Other aspects such how
easy the POS system can be operated needs to be considered.

4.2A Return on investment of Point of sale (POS) system

I mplementation of the Point of Sale (POS) system costs around 55,800 baht.
Point of Sale System consists of:
Personal Computer
•

Barcode Scanner

•

Customer Display.
Cash Drawer
Slip Printer
POS Software
Slip
POS Printer Ribbon

(Clever ROUTE co., LTD., 2009)
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Return on investment (R.01) from implementing the Point of sale system relies on
many benefits such as improving the visibility L, products and better she!;.
management. B-1-fits of PUS include reduction ill check-out time and errors,
i mprovement in inventory management through reduced stock-outs, inventory; levels
:ihrinkage, and forced markdown: an ability to track costs directly to specific products
assidy, 1994).

However, the major benefits of POS is preventing lost of sales from stock-out which
Is the most important for to our research company (ABC mini-mart). According to the
literature reviews, the rate of stock-out is estimated to cost around 3.9 percent (Daniel
& Thomas, 2003). As a result, ABC mini-mart has profit from January to December
2008 (the average of the revenue in year 2008 is shown in the table 4.11).

Table 4.11: ROI for implementing POS

Average revenue ter month year 2008
Jan
Mar

1,670,438
1,543,257
1,514,005

Apr

1,585,744

May

1,500,801
1,420,411
1 ,473,668
1,503,246
1,511,078
1,478,459
1,508,954
1 ,600,958
1,525,918
59,511
4,959

Feb

Jun
Jul
Aug

Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Average moat
(Average Lost sale/ year
Average Lost sale/ month

Table 4.11 above shows the amount of average loss of sales per month which need to
be calculated to find return of investment for implementing updated POS systems.
The result appears that the ROI will be reached within 1 ,,rear, Remark: 1,525_918 baht,
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a.'\..fera2,e revenue monthly, 3.9% is world average loss OF sales per (year because of
out of stock (Corsten & (iruen, 2003), Set of PUS system is 55,800 bah (Clever
ROtJTh

cc., L 1 1)

2009).

3.9% (Corsten & Gruen, 2003)*1,525,918 = 59,511 baht (Lost sales per year)
59,511/12— 4,959 (Lost sale per month)
55,800/4959— I 1.2527 month
Therefore, break even is -within 1 year.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY Pi NDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

S.1 Conclusion

Chapter 1, 2 and 3 show many factors that play a major role in eusIomer's decision.
Most customers arc regular customers who tend to wait for specific products they
need even though those products are not currently on the shelve. Good location of
ABC mini-mart, game store vending and washing machine vending located near ABC
mini-mart do not require additional man power to run the business. These reasons
help ABC mini-mart compete with other well-kwon franchised convenient stores that
have higher standard management. Chapter 4 shows how to classify the store's
problems and how to execute them by usinL, the Pareto model and the Newsboy
problem. One resolution to the problem is that the store should have more stocks 0.1'
liquor, beverages and snack because it was found that. stock out is not a. maJor
problem because the salvage value is low. Moreover goods in the back stock can be
used as future sale. In contrast, women's accessories (earring) should be ordered in
the. same amount as before even though the result of Newsboy problem is to order
more items because fashion products are quick to change. Moreover the supplier's
location is near ABC mini-mart which means the lead time of delivery is short. 1.astly,
•we can use all the interpreted data by applying Pareto and Newsboy model to control
updated POS system. Hence, ABC mini-mart will be managed in a more systematical
and efficient manner. P05 systems can prove to be important tools in today's cutthroat industry. Through these devices, checkout is faster and more efficient,
inventory taking, is more accurate and weekly/ monthly/ yearly sales reports can easily
'be generated. The major benefits of purchasing your PUS system as a set is to as;sure
that every fmuiction is well intepTated. All-in-one systems can provide reports and even.
share tiles. It is worth for ABC mini-mart to adapt and use PUS system, according to
ait. of the above benefits from this system. Using PUS - system will tremendously
improve ABC mini-mart's performance. PUS system is an important step and is
affordable; it is expected that the payback period could be within a year.

:71. 2 Limitations

ikccording to the methodology used (Newsboy problem and Facet: mode ' there
were limitations in implementing the ease

Every product raft

ddy,

s:

historical data and some of the products lacks o such

stationery, so there were limitations to show the result of every product.

Cost of storage for every product is not included because it is included in
operation cost already.
Cost of loan is very less if comparing to other relevant costs such as salvage,
so it has little affect on calculating Newsboy problem.
Sources of suppliers are various. Some supplier' locations are Close to ABC
mini-mart and some are not. Therefore, the lead time of delivery for different
products needs to be considered after applying 'Newsboy proble n, and Pareio

model. Moreover, high selling product categories should have I

priority

for storage area.
5) Each product category has different ways of sourcing. For example, beer could
be ordered by asking suppliers to deliver the product but fashion products need
to be ordered by picking according to trends on item by ern basis. There
some adjustment is needed after getting the results

of

Newsboy problem

some product categories.

5.3 Recommendations

Finding traffic location for opening new convenient store is critical. The convenient
store should try to differentiate itself by building close relationship with customers
and Improving the efficiency of its management convergence in order to generate
more profits to the store without incurring more costs. The convenient store should .
also extend its line of business around existing locations in order to strength the
existing businesses and use the same marketing to prevent other •

known

fcanchised convenient Store to steal their market share. Finally. the convenient store

sipatild use POS system that can keep several SK_Us and analyze each product
gory to find the optimal. order point in order to have managelndnt efficiency.

5A Future research

We should also apply the Parc.,'to and the Newsboy with products that gill have no raw
data after i mplementing updated POS system in order to increase manai:wment
efficiency.
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APPENDIX A:
Research Tool
interview Ouesuonnaire
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l uterview

ABC mini-mart's Interview questionnaire:

This interview is designed to study store manager of ABC mini-mart's perspectives
towards the statement of problems in ABC mini-mart. Researching this material is a
partial fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Master of Science in
Supply Chain Management, Assumption University. This interview will serveas a
reference and for educational purpose only.

1. What are the significant criteria affecting cost impact at ABC mini-mart? Please
rank factors' influence (6= Most influence, 1= Least influence).

.....Loss Sales/Stock out

__Lack of shelf management

.....Over Stock

„Security Problem

.....Low Image

Spoilage

2. What are the significant criteria affecting frequency of occurrences at ABC
mini-mart? Please rank factors' influence (6= Most influence, 1= Least influence).

,....Loss Sales/Stock out
. Lack of shelf management
Over Stock
...Security Problem

59

Image
Spoi lage

3. What are the ten best selling product categories in ABC mini-mart and elariry
how much of each product category is sold per month? Please rank factors' sales
Volume (1 Most sales Volume, 10= Least sales Volume),

3)
4)
5)
6)

8)
9)
10)

Tiir ASSUMPTION TWEVERSITY TATIRATIV
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